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Dave HarrityÊs  Making Manifest: On Faith,  Creativity, and the King-

dom at  Hand had two strikes against it  by the  time I had finished the

introduction („to begin‰ on xi-xv). First, it is arranged as a combined group

study and personal devotional. This form –  a youth group staple –  special-

izes mainly in covers splashed with either neon or explosions,  faux-edgy

graphic design swirling about cool praying teens, and a troubling overuse of

phrases like „chew,‰ „the meat,‰ and „on-fire.‰  It also has an unhealthy pre-

occupation with the almighty „you,‰ and with writing on pre-printed lines

at the end of each day/chapter.

My second – and I admit,  needlessly  personal –   issue  with  Making

Manifest is that latter feature. I hate writing in books. Anything that mars

the original condition of a book flares compulsion within me. Dog-earing is

a cardinal sin; highlighting, an offense to nature. I read trade paperbacks

through a thin V of pages in order to avoid breaking spines. Within the

introduction of  Making Manifest Dave Harrity asked me to do all those

things. „ThereÊs space for you to write⁄ crack the spine so the book rests

flat, dog-ear, sketch and scratch,‰ He says (xiv). I almost flipped the book to

the floor in frustration.

But, a quality book review demands the reading of more than the intro-

duction, so I persevered. It was good I did. HarrityÊs book is more than its

trappings, and was worth momentarily setting aside my ridiculous peeves. It

is a noble attempt to get Christians to truly engage with creativity through

admirable modes like words, stillness, and practice.

* Sam Edgin works at Ceremony Coffee Roasters by day and is a husband, adventurer,
writer, reader, and nerd by night. He lives in Maryland with his wife, Rachael. This
review first appeared online via the Englewood Review of Books at 
http://erb.kingdomnow.org/
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Making Manifest is arranged into four week-long sections which divide

28 daily readings and their accompanying exercises. Each section is intro-

duced with a poem by Harrity. Often the poems are used in the exercises –

he asks us to pick out lines we like, identify parts we hate, and mull over

line breaks and the absence of rhymes. Usually the chapters are headed by

pieces of scripture.

The art with which Dave Harrity works the reader – and simultaneous

writer – towards the heart of the book is impressive. Ultimately, he wants to

introduce those of us scrambling like pinballs through fast food lives to the

peace of writing as discipline; and, once introduced, to have the impetus to

create well in our faith communities and neighborhoods.

He starts slow. The first entries begin to explore potential, awareness and

moment, all reinforced with ideas of God as creator and scripture as poetry.

The exercises ask what we see in the world and inside ourselves. They have

set limits. Sometimes he asks us to write just ten sentences. By the seventh

chapter (and exercise) – which is the end of the first week if we happen to be

doing this daily – he starts to talk about actively creating, framing the act of

creation as a spiritual discipline. It is here you try your first hand at poetry.

He provides the opening line and the subject. We fill in the rest. There are

three  requirements:  it  must  be  ten lines,  titled  awakening,  and it  is  not

allowed to rhyme.

The following chapters really dive into what is probably best described

as a theology of creation. Devotion, the power of language, and love and

incarnation as  initially  creative  forces  are  a  few of  the  ideas  strung  out

before you as the week goes on.

By the end of the second week we are once again scrawling out your own

poetry. Again, he gives a subject, a starting line („only if you need it. And

itÊs  the  last  one  youÊre  gonna  get!‰),  and  the  familiar  ten-lines  and  no

rhyming requirement, along with an insistence to include „at least three sim-
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iles,‰ one of which must be about kissing. By this second poem we feel like

weÊre getting the hang of things.

ItÊs now halfway through the month, and we are moving from theology

of creating towards our physical and mental position towards creating. The

first day is on stillness – an introduction to what may be the most signifi-

cant  concept  in  this  book  –  and  others  are  on  observing  connections

swirling around us. Harrity takes us into nature, right to the end of those

connections, and asks us to sit still and just look. At the end of the week

there is instruction to write another poem – we are beginning to see a pat-

tern – but this one is only limited by subject, line count (ten, again), and the

rhyming it should not contain.

The fourth week brings us around to the fullness of what Harrity said he

wanted to do with this study. We are encouraged outward, into creating. He

looses us from the restrictions early in the book into ideas of Kingdom,

becoming, and creating with purpose. In chapter 22 he says this, and its

summarizes Making Manifest well:

Christ calls us: practice slowness, grip the moment before you and

see it without hesitation, see the real  and brilliant places before

you; love your neighbor, bless your enemy, treat all creation with

amiable  respect.  Because  each  being  in  this  world  is  created,

designed, intentional. [emphasis his]

This is all intended to be a kind of creative rocket fuel, propelling us

beyond the final poem, an exploration of turning an observed object into

an impetus for redemption, into intentional lives of creation and observa-

tion in stillness. We were made to create, and Dave Harrity is trying to lead

us towards that. But, more importantly, he wants us to create well in slow

intentionality, never losing sight of the initial Creator.
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These are heady subjects, and Harrity handles them with aplomb. His

writing voice reads a bit like Rob Bell, if Bell was a true poet. We feel, really

feel, his passion and wonder all at once.  Making Manifest is a wonderful

delight to read. Harrity proves he is both a poet and a lover of the mysteries

of God, and constantly reassures us that he has plenty to teach and is well

qualified to do as such.

Despite similarities to that devotional you told your youth group Bible

study you did read every day, when, really, you were scouring AIM away

messages,  Dave  HarrityÊs  Making  Manifest is  a  practical  adventure  by  a

skilled writer into what it means to create, and why Christians are called to

create well.

Making Manifest: On Faith, Creativity, and the Kingdom at Hand

Dave Harrity. Wilmore, KY: Seedbed Publishing, 2013.
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